
Faculty position application suggestions: 

• Familiarize yourself with the college; the website is mesacc.edu. The college mission can 
be found via the college website at http://www.mesacc.edu/about/vision-mission-values 

• Familiarize yourself with the department posting the position. The department can be 
found via the college website, www.mesacc.edu, by searching under the department 
name. 

• Read the job description for the position carefully, paying special attention to the desired 
qualifications. 

• Write your cover letter addressing the specifics mentioned in the job description, 
minimum and desired qualifications, essential functions, etc. Make sure you especially 
address the desired qualifications and emphasize how you are the best fit for the position. 

• Make cover letter between one to two pages. The search committee may have hundreds 
of applications; succinctness while addressing the position’s desired qualifications is 
best. 

• In the cover letter, express your interest in the college and in the mission of the college. 
• For most faculty positions, the Master’s degree in that discipline is usually the minimum 

requirement for applying for that position, but some colleges/disciplines give lots of 
weight to a PhD and to research; respond accordingly in the cover letter and resume.  

• There are a typically a couple of ways to provide your qualifications and background 
information, either resume or curriculum vitae. Whichever format you decide on, it is 
important that you fully address and keep your focus on your qualifications for the 
position, your educational and employment background, and interests in the position. 

• Whether you submit a resume or curriculum vitae, make sure to address the desired 
qualifications as described in the job description. Remember that the search committee 
will be screening out candidates who do not address the desired qualifications in the 
cover letter and resume. Those candidates who do not address the desired qualifications 
specifically will most likely not make it to the next stage of the search process. 

• If the position is in an occupational field, be sure to check the minimum qualifications for 
education and/or occupational experience requirements and be sure to address those in 
the application materials.  
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